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Abstract

In Nuclear Power Stations Emergency Diesel Generators are vital safety related
equipment which ensures power supply to essential equipment during loss of power. In View
of their importance Reliability of Diesel generators should be very high. Since these Diesel
generators are standby equipment and operate only during demand or during surveillance
checks, their demand failure probability should be very low and once they operate their
operational availability should be very high.

Madras Atomic Power Station at Kalpakkam, India consists two pressurised heavy
water Reactors each rated at 220 MWe. To supply standby power each unit has two Diesel
Generators of I 500 kW capacity each. The Diesel Engine is 16 cylinder 'V type engine and is
cranked by Air starting motor and is connected to generator whose rating at 100% load is
1500 KW.

During commissioning and in the initial years of operation these Diesel Generators
have encountered many problems. Major problem was Diesel Engine failing to start on
demand. This was due to non engagement of air motor pinion with ring gear or continued
engagement air motor even after the engine had picked up speed and failure of timer to
initiate multiple starts after initial incomplete starts Apart from these there were problems like
fuel oil leaks, high jacket water temperatures, low fuel oil pressure trips. Another major
problem was with excitation system. How these problems were dealt with thereby reducing
the demand failure probability and increasing the operational availability are discussed in this
paper.

1. PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS

a) The engine is cranked with Ingersoll-Rand solenoid operated air starting motor. Brief
description of this system is given below.

When a starting impulse is given, a solenoid valve in the air circuit energises and
admits air into the air motor pinion chamber through a 3/8" dia tube which advances
the pinion and once the pinion is engaged into the ring gear attached to the Diesel
Generator the air supply from SV comes out of another port which operates a relay
valve through which air at a pressure of about 11 Kg/cm2 gets admitted into the motor
through a 2" dia pipe and drives the air motor and hence the ring gear rotates thus
cranking the Engine.
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Initially, there used to be problem with engagement of pinion into the ring gear and
engagement used to be incomplete.

To avoid this, the profile of pinion teeth and ring gear teeth were tapered at entry
point in such a way that probability of engagement is increased and incomplete
engagement problem was sorted out.

b) Air motor consists Hylam vanes. These are 5 ply, 6.2 mm thick, phenolic resin
bonded vanes, and these are driven by compressed air at a pressure of 11 Kg/cm2.
These hylam vanes swell clue to moisture present in the compressed air and while in
operation rub with the casing resulting in small pieces to break away from the vanes
and air motor used to get seized due to the presence of this debris.

Auto drain valves were introdu« 11 in the air receivers which drains moisture from
air receivers periodically. Quality of hylam vanes was also improved which had
better bonding of laminations.

c) The compressed air line from Air receivers to Air motor is a carbon steel line. Due
to presence of moisture corrosion used to take place and the corrosion particles
apart from clogging Air motor used to get lodged in the solenoid valve which
supplies and bleeds air supply to Air motor This was resulting in maloperation of
solenoid valve and Air motor continued to get engaged with ring gear even after
DG picks up speed, thus causing damage to Air motor.

The CS lines were replaced with Gl lines to prevent rust formation,

d) Lubricating oil, Diesel oil and jacket water lines were originally provided with
victutalic couplings and dresser couplings and union joints. These joints had
become source of potential leaks and causing operational failures due to oil leaks
apart from being fire hazard.

These joints were eliminated by changing them into weld joints and where frequent
dismantling is required joints were convened into flange joints.

e) Originally there was only one pre lub oil pump for each DG set to provide
lubricating oil to the bearings when DG is stationary. This pump has to operate
30 Minutes ON 50 minutes OFF cycle This was to ensure oil film in the bearings.
Once Engine starts, shaft driven lub oil pump supplies the lub oil However it was
noticed that bearings were getting damaged due to lack of lubrication.

This problem was analysed and found that since lub oil filters were installed at a
higher elevation oil was getting drained from the filters during pre lub oil pump
OFF cycle and when engine starts, during this time, there was a time gap for oil to
How into the bearings from shaft driven pump as the pump has to fill the filters
before oil How is restored to the bearings To eliminate this problem, an additional
prc-lub oil pump was installed and at any given time one prc-lub oil pump will be in
service.
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f) Shall driven lub oil pump is a gear pump. In one of the pump, the Idler gear had
failed and when Engine has started the failed idler gear damaged the pump casing
causing all the lub oil to spill out.

This failure of idler gear was due to lack of support of the gear. To prevent this
sort failures idler gear was made integral with the shaft and supported on both ends
by Journal bearings.

g) DG used to trip during operation on Jacket Water temperature high. This was due
to inadequate flow of Jacket water.

To increase the How, lew elements in the Thermister valve were removed and
tripping oflXi on High Jacket Water temperature was eliminated.

h) Diesel Generators in Unit-I have brushless Excitation system and we had hardly any
problem with this system. However in Unit-ll excitation is by brushes. Initially
excitation is done using batteries and once the machine is synchronised and
connected to the Bus, excitation is done by the machine it self through rectifiers.
This system had many problems. Major problems were:

i) low current sensing relay used to trip the machine even before Engine could pickup
speed.

This was attended by making the low current sensing relay effective only after
closing the breaker.

ii) Initially the batteries were of lead acid. These were replaced with Nickel cadmium
batteries which has more number of deep charging/discharging cycles.

Rv making these changes, the number of failures clue to excitation have been
reduced from 1 2/vear (average) to around I lo 2/year

2. SIM'CIAL TOOLS AM) TA( KL1.S.

To reduce maintenance time many special tools and tackles were developed, thus
improving the availability of Diesel Generator Some of the tools developed are

r- main bearing removal tool
'f piston/connecting rod lifting/lowering tool
> liner removing and inserting tool
r- piston ring mseilmg tool
r tool for checking parallelism between connecting rod bores
r- To prevent potential failure of rocker arm mechanism during failure of yoke, a

clamp was installed which will retain the yoke in position in case of its failure
during operation thus preventing damage to rocker arm. Failed yoke can be
replaced during the next available opportunity
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The above are some of the modifications which have been carried out by analysing
the failures, finding root cause lor each failure and action taken to prevent recurrence of
such failures.

3. TRAINING:

Human factor is one of the important thing in improving the reliability of any
equipment. Hence developing the skills of personnel involved in maintenance of Diesel
generators was given importance Five yearly overhauling of equipment was given on
contract to the original manufacturer and during this time departmental personnel were
associated thus becoming conversant with the job Few persons were also deputed to
manufacturer's works for additional training All the persons involved with the
maintenance of this equipment were made to follow the procedures so that a job once clone
docs not get repealed and the maintenance lime is kept to barest minimum

4. MAINTENANCE STRATEGY:

Since Diesel Generators are standby equipment and arc expected to operate only on
a demand, majority of the time they will be in operation only during surveillance check and
hence running hours are very small So condition based maintenance is not of much
relevance. There wont be sufficient data to collect, analyse and to trend the deterioration
and then to intervene to do maintenance to prevent failure Hence at MAPS the strategy
adopted is time based maintenance Time interval for each component is fixed based on
manufacturer's recommendations and past operating history, so that a component gets
required attention before it can be fail.

To keep the failure rates to minimum an exhaustive study was made based on
manufacturer's recommendations and failure rates and checklists have been prepared for
daily, quarterly, yearly preventive maintenance checks These check lists are enclosed
herewith.

5 . A I ) I I I . K 1 . N ( K T O I ' K ( ) ( I . D I K I I S :

A Maintenance Manual has been written giving exhaustive details of various
maintenance activities This manual apart from detailed procedures for disassembly and
assembly contains various clearances anil values to be maintained, tolei.mocs tlut cm he
p e r m i t t e d a n d t h e l i m i t i m * v a l u e s a l l i - i w i n c h a r m n p t w u ' i i l \y. t<i I K * i c p l a c c d / i f c o n d i i i o i u ' d

are indicated. Check points during assembly and dis-assembly are also indicated. These are
the stages at which a supervisor has to inspect and clear only after which further work has
to be taken up. Maintenance Manual also contains spares, tools and tackles that are
needed.

Daily, quarterly, yearly preventive maintenance checks are carried out using the
maintenance manual and any deficiencies noticed during these checks arc attended
immediately thus preventing ma|or failures These preventive maintenance activities have
brought down the failure rates Another feature is that Mechanical, P.lcctrical and
Instrumentation sections cariv out their I'M checks simultaneously thus reducing the
planned downtime of the Diesel Generator sets
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6. SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY:

At MAPS each Diesel generator was being started for surveillance purpose on
alternate days thus logging fifteen starts a month, though the Technical specification
requirement was only once a week. It was noticed that having more number of starts, the
equipment failure rates were higher due to wear and tear.

As per IF,Ffi-3X7, Diesel Generator sets are generally expected to make 4000 starts and
operate 4,000 hrs during their life time USNRC guidelines suggest the following
guidelines for test frequency.

No. of failures on Demand Test interval

Oto 1
2

3
4 and more

Based on the above guidelines and to reduce demand failure probability the test
frequency has been increased to once in 7 clays for the last six months This increase in
frequency has definitely reduced the demand failure probability

7. CONCLUSION:

The demand failure probability could be reduced and high operational availability
could be achieved at MAI'S by adopting the following methods

1. Preparation of Maintenance Manual, Procedures for each maintenance activity and
adhering to them

2. Training of personnel to do a quality maintenance in quick lime

3. Strictly following time based maintenance schedules.

4. Finding the root cause of failure whenever it occurs and taking appropriate
remedial action to prevent recurrence
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8. PERFORMANCE STATISTICS:

The performance of Diesel Generators at MAPS for the year 96-97 is indicated below:

DEMAND FAILURE PROBABILITY:

Total No. of
demands
No oi' Failures lo
si ail

Demand failure
probability
Standard value as
per WASH-1400

Unit 1
DG# 1

274

NIL

(VI)

DG#2
257

4

1.5 x 10-7D

Unit 11

225

1

l.96xlO'/D

DG#2
204

4

3x 10"2/D

OPERATIONAL FAILURE RATE

Runniim Hours
No. of Failures lo
am
Operational
Failure rate

Unit 1
i x ; •••• i

455 5
(>

1 .11 x 10-

IXi ••• 2

ro 75
5

2 12 x 10"2

Unit II
DC} ii 1

228 25

2

8.76 x 10°

DG it 2

201.5
4

1.96 x 10'2

WANO PERFORMANCE INDICATOR

Estimated
unavailable hours
Known
unavailable hours
Total unavailable
hours
Performance
Indicator

Unitl
DG# 1

NIL

145.91

145.91

DG#2
72

1 15.63

187.63

145.91 + 187.63
2 x 24 x 365

= 0.019

Unit 11
DG# 1

24

16.5

40.5

DG#2
112

24.25

136.25

40.5+ 136.25
2 x 24 x 365

= 0 01
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After increasing the test interval to once a week, the demand failure probability and
operational failure rates have come down as indicated below, during the last six months
period

IVIIKIIUI l;uluiv
probability

Operational
Failure rate

Unit 1

\)G= 1
I \ I (i

9 3 x 10°

DG = I

n

0

0

0

Unit 11

DG
1.3 x

1.4 x

10°

JO"2

By human intervention and increasing the maintenance alone cannot increase the
reliability of an equipment than it is permitted by the design. We continue to have
occasional problems with initial cranking of engine and excitation. Better alternate designs
could have improved the performance further
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